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It has been shown earlier by MardeSiC that there exists an example of a locally connected 
Hausdorff continuum which is not the continuous image of an arc (ordered continuum). In this 
paper the author gives a generalization of the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz Theorem to certain locally 
connected Hausdorff continua by answering a 1963 question of MardeGC and PapiC. 
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MardeSiC and PapiC [7] defined the classes C, K to be, respectively, the collection 
of all Hausdorff spaces that are the continuous image of an arc, ordered compacturn. 
They state: 
[7, Problem 11. To characterize topologically the class C, and 
[7, Problem 181. Let X be a locally connected continuum. Does X E K imply 
XEC? 
It is the purpose of this paper to solve both problems by proving the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let M be a Hausdorff space. Then ME C if and only if M is a locally 
connected continuum such that ME K. 
Theorem 3 above is a substitute for what might be considered to be the logical 
extension to the non-metric case of the famous Hahn-Mazurkiewicz Theorem [3,9] 
which characterizes the class of Hausdorff continuous images of [0, 11 as the class 
of locally connected, metrizable continua. The ‘logical extension’ is stated in [18] 
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as “Among Hausdorff spaces the (continuous) images of arcs coincide with the 
locally connected continua”. MardeSiC [4] settled the above by giving an example 
of a locally connected continuum which is not connected by generalized paths. In 
[2] Cornette and Lehman gave a second example. 
MardeSiC and PapiC proved in [8] that if a product space rr{X,} is in C and has 
two or more nondegenerate factors, then there are at most countably many nondegen- 
erate factors and each of them is metrizable. In [16] Treybig shows that if the 
continuum X is in K, and no set of less than three points separates X, then X is 
metrizable. In [ll, 221 Pearson and Ward showed independently that a rim finite 
continuum is in C. In [23] Ward showed that a continuum which can be approximated 
by finite trees is in C. In [13] Pearson gives an example of a hereditarily locally 
connected continuum which is not in K. Other papers related to this area are by 
Cornette [ 11, MardeSii: [5,6], Pearson [12], Simone [14,15], Treybig [17,19], 
Treybig and Ward [18], A.J. Ward [21] and Young [25]. 
In this paper a compacturn is a compact Hausdorff space, and a continuum is a 
connected compactum. An arc is a nondegenerate ordered continuum, and a space 
X is arcwise connected provided each pair of points of X are the ends of an arc 
lying in X. If AB denotes an arc with end-points A, B then seg(AB) denotes 
AB -{A, B}. 
Now suppose M is a locally connected continuum. For each connected open 
subset Q of M such that card(BD( Q)) = 2, letfo : Q + [0, l] be a continuous mapping 
taking Bd( Q) onto (0, l}, and such that fo’( i) is a continuum for i = 0,l (see [20]). 
Also let Go = {f_d( t): t E [0, 11). Now let C denote a closed subset of M such that 
each component of M - C has a two point boundary. Let Gc = {g: (1)g E Go for 
some component Q of M - C and g c M - C or (2) there is a point x of C such 
that g = {x} u (U {h: h E Go for some component Q of M - C and x E h})}. 
Theorem 1. Let f: K + M be a continuous mapping of the ordered compactum K onto 
the locally connected continuum M such that 
(1) M contains a separable closed set C such that each component of M - C has a 
two point boundary and is homeomorphic to (0, l), and 
(2) C contains two points x, y such that if the point P separates M, then M is the 
union of two mutually separated, connected sets, one containing x and the other y. 
Then, there is a continuous map g : A + Mfrom an arc A = [a, b] onto M such that 
(1) if u is a component of M - C, then g-‘(u) is the union of either one or two 
disjoint copies of (0, l), each of which is mapped homeomorphically onto u by g, and 
(2) g(a)=xandg(b)=y. 
Proof. We first adjust M as follows to find a new space M’: For each pair of points 
r, s of C which are the boundary of a component Q of M - C, we select exactly 
one such component Q1r,s), and let M’ = C u (U { QI,S)}), together with the subspace 
topology. We observe that M’, C, K’= f -‘(M’) and f’= lKlf also satisfy the 
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hypothesis of the theorem, so proceed to first find arc A’ and a continuous onto 
mapping g’: A’+ M’ satisfying the conclusions of the theorem. 
A point P of a continuum X is said to be a local separating point of X provided 
there is a connected open subset U of X containing P such that U-P= R u S 
mutually separated. If, in addition, either R or S is not connected, then P is also 
called a multiple local separating point of X. 
If no point separates M let M”= M’. If some point separates M let x”y” denote 
a copy of [0, l] and let M” denote the space obtained from M’ and x”y” by identifying 
x and x” and y and y”, respectively. Thus M”E K and no point separates M”. By 
Lemma 5 of [17] there is a countable subset D of the set W of components of 
M”- C such that (1) seg(x”y”) E D and (2) if U, v E W - D and u f u, then U c M” - 6. 
Let G = {g: g = ii for some u in W - D or g is a point of M” not in any such U}. 
By Theorem 1 of [ 171 G is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of M” into 
continua and M”/G is a locally connected metric continuum such that no point 
separates M”/ G. Also, since [24] shows that S = {g: g E G and g is a multiple local 
separating point of M”/G} is countable, then by enlarging 0, we may suppose 
without loss of generality that each g E S is of the form g = {P} for some P in M”. 
We now define C” to be C u (U {u: u E D}), and note that C” is separable, and 
that each component of M”- C” has a two point boundary. 
Following the proof of Theorem 3 of [19] ( see also Theorem 2 of [23]) there 
exists a sequence D, , D2, . . . finite dendrites such that 
(1) D,~D*cD3c**~c M, = M”/G- N(seg(x”y”)), where N: M”+ M”/G is 
the natural map, 
(2) D, contains an arc from N(x) to N(y) in M,, 
(3) lJZ=, D, is dense in M,, 
(4) if C is a component of Dn+r-Dnr then diam(C,,)<2P”, 
(5) if g is a local separating point of MI which is not a multiple local separating 
point of M, , then g is not a multiple local separating point of any D,, and 
(6) if g E UZzp=, D,, then there is a positive integer N so that if i > N, then 
g E Cl( Di+l- Di). 
As in [ 193, for each n there is a retraction r,, : D,,, + D,, a continuous onto map 
fn, and a continuous monotone surjection s, such that the ladder 
D, A D, 
r2 
- D, - .a. 
[O, 11 - LO, 11 - [O, l] - . . . 
51 s2 
is commutative, where each u which is maximal relative to the property of being a 
segment of an arc which is open in D, (for some n) has the property that f;‘(n) 
is the union of either one or two disjoint copies of u, each of which is mapped 
homeomorphically onto u by fn. Now D, = inv lim( D,,m) is a dendrite, the limit of 
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the inverse sequence {[0, 11, s,} is [0, l] and there is induced a continuous surjection 
f: [0, l] + D,. There is a continuous surjection g : D,+ M, , and so we let f” = 
gf’: [O, ll+ M,. Above f’((x,, x2,. . .)) = (fi(x,),_fi(x2), . . .I and f”((x,, x2,. . .)) = 
lim,+&(x,). 
Now suppose 
(*) B is a local separating point of M, which is not a multiple local separating 
point of M,, and that U is a connected open set in M, such that U-B = R u S 
mutually separated, where R, S are connected. 
Also suppose h, a’, k, p, b’, q, m, cl, n are points which occur in that order in 
invlim([O, 11, s,), where (1) h =(hl, h2,. . .), a’=(a;, a;, . . .), etc., (2) f”(a’)= 
f”(b’) =f”(c’) = B, (3) f”(x) belongs to one of R, S and f”(y) belongs to the other, 
for (x, Y) = (h, k), (P, q) and (m, n) and (4) f”([h, kl u [P, qlu [m, nl) c U. 
Now let E be a positive number less than the distance from f”( [ h, k] u [p, q] u 
[m, n]) to M, - U, and also less than the distance from f”(x) to the component of 
U - B which does not contain x, for x = h, k, p, q, m, n. Let N1 be a positive integer 
such that 
O” 1 E 
i=C,, F< diam( M,)’ ” 
andsothati~N,impliesthathi<aI<ki<pi<bl<qi<mi<c~<ni.Nowifi~N,, 
then (1) fy([hi, ki]u [mi, ni]u [pi, qi])c U and (2) J;(xi) belongs to the one of R, 
S which contains f”(x) for x = h, k, m, n, p, q. Clearly card(f;‘( B)) 3 3. 
Since B is a local separating point of M, which is not a multiple local separating 
point of Ml, then B is not a multiple local separating point of Di. The conditions 
on A thus imply that card(f;‘( B)) < 2, a contradiction. Therefore (*) cannot hold. 
We now modify f” so that if u is maximal relative to the property of being an 
open interval in M, which is open in M, , then (f”)-‘(u) is the union of either one 
or two disjoint copies of u, each of which is mapped homeomorphically onto u by 
f”. If (f”-‘(u) has three or more components, then (*) holds, a contradiction. If 
(f”)-I( u) has exactly one component (c, d) then f”(c), f”(d) are the endpoints of 
u, so we modify f” to a homeomorphism on (c, d). If (f”))‘(u) has exactly two 
components (c, d), (u, V) then we proceed as follows: 
(1) If f”(c), f”(d) are distinct, then f” is a homeomorphism on (c, d) or (*) 
holds. Thus, we let flcU,U) be a homeomorphism or a single point according as f”(u), 
f”(u) are distinct or not. 
(2) If f”(u), f”(v) are distinct we proceed as in (1). 
(3) Iff”(c) =f”(d) andf”(u) =f”(u) th en we modifyf” so thatS”(( u, v)) =f”( u), 
and where f” maps (c, c’), and (c’, d) both homeomorphically onto u for some c’ 
in (c, d). It is straightforward to show the modified f” is continuous. 
We now modify f” to g’ and [0, l] to A’ to find g’: A’-+ M’ as indicated earlier. 
Let u = seg(a’b’) be such that ti E G. Now U is a local separating point of Ml which 
is not a local separating point of M,, so there is a connected open U containing ii 
so that U-ii = Ru S mutually separated, where R and S are connected and 
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a’~lJ R, b’~u S. The set (f”))‘(U) is an open set containing the closed set 
(f”)-‘(U) so suppose P,, P2, P3 are three points of (f”-‘(u) so that Pi is a limit 
from the left of (f”))‘(R) and a limit from the right of (f”)-‘(S), or vice versa, for 
i = 1,2,3. It then follows that (*) holds, so there is a contradiction. Thus, there are 
at most two such points P,, P2. We now remove Pi (i = 1,2) from [0, 11, replace by 
a closed interval wi and define g’ on wi so as to be a homeomorphism. For each 
other P in (f”)-‘(u) we define g’(P) to be a’ if P E (f”))‘(R) and define g’(P) 
to be b’ if PE (f”)-‘(S). 
Finally we define g : A + M. Let gl, = g’l,. Now suppose that c, d E M and there 
are n components g, , g,, . . . , g, of M - C, where g, = Qic,d, and n > 1. We pick one 
component seg( vw) of (g’)-‘( g,) and pick points u0 = u, o, , . . . , u, = w of uw so that 
(1) u0<v,<v*<. . * < u,, (2) t is the first odd integer sn, and define g on VW so 
that (1) g takes qz’, homeomorphically onto g, , g takes v,v2 homeomorphically 
onto g2,..., g takes D,_,u, homeomorphically onto g,, (2) g(uo) = g’( u,), g(q) = 
g’(u,>. Note that if n is even, then g takes both [u~-~, v,-,] and [zJ-~, u,] homeo- 
morphically onto g,. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 0 
Theorem 2. Let X be a totally ordered space with first (lust) point a(b). Let M be a 
continuum and f: X + M a function such that if U is any finite open cover of M, then 
(1) there is a set {uO,. . . , v,} of points of X such that a = v0 < u, < . * * < v, = b and 
each f([ vi, vi+,]) is a subset of some element of LJ, and 
(2) each element of U intersects f(X). 
Then there is a continuous map g: A+ M of an arc A onto M. 
Proof. Let G = {g : g is a maximal convex subset of X such that f(g) is a single 
point of M}. We define an order <’ on G so that g, <’ g, provided each point of 
g, precedes each point of g, in X. We let N : X + G be defined by N(x) = g if x E g, 
and note that G is totally ordered under <’ with first (last) point N(a), N(b). 
We define h: G+ M by h(g) =f(g), and we proceed to show G is order dense 
and that properties (l), (2) of the hypothesis hold for h, G, M. Thus, let U be a 
finite open cover of M and let g,, g, be elements of G so that g, <’ g,, and no g 
in G satisfies g, <‘g <‘g,. Then h(g,) # h(g,). Let V be a finite open cover of M 
suchthatVrefinesUandsothatifh(g,)Ev,EVandh(g,)EqEVthenu,cM-v~. 
Let x0, x1,. . . , x, satisfy hypotheses (l), (2) relative to V, and let ki = N(Xi) (i = 
0,. . ., n). Since h([ki, k,+,])=f([xi,xi+,]) (i=O,. .., n), then clearly (l), (2) hold 
for h, G, M. Let R={x:xEX and x<y for each y in g2} and let S=X-R. There 
is an integer i so that xi E R and xi+, E S. There exists v E V so that f([xi, x,,~]) c v, 
so h(gi) E v, i = 1, 2, a contradiction. Thus G is order dense. 
We now define A = {R : R is a convex subset of G containing N(a) such that 
G - R has no first point}, and define R, s” R, if and only if R, c Rz. It is straightfor- 
ward to show (A, s”) is a totally ordered, order dense, set with first (last) point 
N(a)(G) which satisfies the 1.u.b. axiom. Thus A is an arc in the interval topology. 
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Now let R E A. We show that W =n,,.j”([x, N(b)] n R) is a single point y,. 
For suppose there are two points t , , t2 in W. Let U be a finite open cover of M so 
that if t, E u, E U and tz~ uz E U, then no element of CJ intersects uI, u2. Let 
x0, Xl,. . ., x, satisfy hypotheses (I), (2) relative to h, G, M, U. Let xi be such that 
[Xi, Xi+,] intersects R, but (xi+l, x,+2 ] does not. Let <EujE U, j=l,2. Then t= 
h([Xi, xi+,]) intersects u, and uz, and some element u of U contains t. This involves 
a contradiction, so W = {yR}. 
Now define g : A+ M by g(R) = y,. Let R E A and let W be an open set in M 
containing y,. Let U be a finite open cover of M so that if u E U and y, E u, then 
ii< W. Let x0,..., x, satisfy hypothesis (l), (2) relative to h, G, M, U. Let i be the 
largest integer j so that xj E R. If 0 < i < n, then 
(1) define R, = {x E G: x <xi_,} if xi is the last element of R, and define R, = 
{xEG: x s xi} if xi is not the last element of R, and define R2 = {x E G: x s Xi+l}. 
Let R’E G such that R, < R’< R2. If tE R’- R, then (1) xi =last element of R 
implies h(xi) = y, and both h([x,_,, xi]), h([xi, x,+,1) lie in elements of U whose 
closures are subsets of W and 
(2) xi # last element of R implies h(t) E h([x,, x~+~]) c u c ii c W for some u E U. 
Therefore g( R’) E W. Since the other cases are similar this completes the proof that 
g is continuous. The map g is clearly onto since Im(g) is dense in M. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3. If ME C, then by [24] M is a locally connected continuum. 
Since Cc K, then ME K. 
Now suppose M is a locally connected continuum and ME K. By Cornette [l] 
it suffices to prove the theorem where no point separates M, so we suppose this is 
the case. We let W = {w,: a E A} denote a set of distinct points of M such that (1) 
WI= M, (2) A is a well ordered sequence representing the cardinal s(M) (the least 
cardinal of a dense subset of M), and (3) there is a basis B of M such that 
card(B) = s(M), and if u E B, then (a) Bd(u) is metrizable and (b) W n Bd(v) is 
dense in Bd(v). Conclusion (3) follows from [S, 161. If A = Ko, then our theorem 
reduces to the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz Theorem, so suppose A > Ko. 
We intend to show 
(*) There is a well ordered sequence ( Ci, i E A) of closed subsets of M such that 
(1) if i <j, then Ci c C,, (2) if i E A and Q is a component of M-C,, then 
card(Bd( 0)) = 2, (3) if w E W, then w E Ci for some i, (4) if i E A there is an onto 
continuous map gi : A, + M/ Gc, of an arc A, so that if N, : M + Ml Gc, denotes the 
natural map and Zi = g;‘( Ni( C,)), then (a) i < j implies Zi c Zj, (b) if i E A and 
z E Zi and g,(z) is determined by the element c: of C,, then i <j implies that c{ = CL 
(so we denote cl by c,), (c) for i <j there is an order preserving map h, : 2, + 2, SO 
that h,(x) =x and gj(hU(x))= Nj(cX), (d) if A, =[a, b] then a, bEZ1 and a, b are 
the endpoints of each Ai, (e) if p c j and z , , z2 are points of Z, and z is a point of 
Z, and z, s z s zz in Z, then g,(z) n C, c u g,,([z, , z,]), and (f) if u is a component 
of M/ Gc, - Ni( C,) and v is a component of g,‘( u), then ZI is mapped homeomorphi- 
tally onto u by gilU. 
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Before we proceed with the proof of (*), we show that (*) implies Theorem 3. 
We define Z to be lJ,tA 2, and define g : Z* M SO that if gi(X) = Ni(c,), then 
g(x) = c,. Part 4(b) of (*) shows g is well defined. If zl, Z~E 2 we say z, < z2 in 2 
if z, < z2 in some 2,. 
Now suppose U is a finite open cover of M by nonvoid sets. There is a finite 
open cover V of M by nonvoid sets such that Vc B, (2) if VE V, then Vc u for 
some u E U and (3) each u E U contains V for some u E V Note that if u E V then 
Bd(v) is metrizable, and Wn l&(v) = Bd( v). There is a countable subset S of W 
dense in lJUE v Bd( u) and an index j such that S c Cj. Therefore lJVE v Bd( u) c Cj, 
and Cj thus intersects each u E U. 
Now consider gj : Aj + MG,; and let (r, S) c Aj -2,. where r, s E Zj. Then 
U gj((h S)) c 0 f or some component Q of M - Cj. If Q intersects u c V, then Q c v, 
for if not, Q intersects Bd(u) c Cj, a contradiction. Thus Q c u c V c u, for some 
u E U. Now define a finite open cover V’ of M/ Gc, so that V’= {u’: there exists 
u E V where u’ = {g E G,, : g c u}}. Let T denote the set of all maximal convex subsets 
t of A, such that gj( t) c u’ for some U’ E V’. Let F denote a finite cover of Aj by 
elements of T, and let x0, . . . , ~,beelementsofA~suchthat(l)~=~,<x,<**~< 
x, = b, (2) each endpont of an element of F lies in {x0,. . . , x,}, (3) {x0,. . . x,}c Zj, 
and (4) if u E V there exists i in (0,. . . , n} SO that gj(Xi) n Cj n Bd( 0) is not void. 
Note that if an endpoint of an element t of T is not in Zj, then t is not maximal. 
LetO<i<n.Thenx,sxi<xi+l s xq for some (x,, xq) E F, SO IJ gj((xp, x,)) c u c 
tic u for some UE V, UE U. Let XEZ where xi<x~xi+,. By (*) 4(e) if xEZ, and 
js k, then gk(x) n Ck c (U gj([xi, xi+ll)) n G c V c U. Thus g([x,, Xi+l]z) c U, where 
[xi, xi+,]= denotes the interval of Z with endpoints xi and xi+, . We now apply 
Theorem 2 to complete the proof of Theorem 3 assuming (*). 
In order to show (*) we let f: H + M be a continuous onto mapping where H E K. 
Let x, y denote the first points of W and apply Theorem 4 of [20] where {p, , p2} = 
{x, y} to find a countable subset Y, of H such that (1) C, =f( Y,) c M, (2) {x, JJ} c C1, 
and (3) if Q is a component of M-C,, then card(Bd(Q)) = 2. We now apply 
Theorem 6 of [20] and Theorem 1 to find an arc A, = [a, b] and a continuous onto 
map g,:A,+MlG,,, satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 1. We define Z, to be 
g;‘(N,(C,)), where N,: M + M/Gc, is the natural map. 
Now suppose (gi, A,, CA, k2, A2, CA. . . are such that (l), (2), (4) of (*) hold 
for some initial segment S of A. If (3) also holds the proof is complete, so suppose 
(3) does not hold. Let (Y be the first ordinal in A-S. 
First suppose LY has an immediate predecessor i. Let a’ be the first element x of 
A so that m, is not in Ci, and let Q denote the component of M - Ci containing 
mat. We apply Theorem 4 of [20] to find a countable subset Y, off-‘(Q) so that 
(1) C’=.f(x)= Q, (2) {ma)}uBd(Q)= C’ and (3) if Q’ is a component of Q - C’, 
then card(Bd( 0’)) = 2. We now apply Theorem 6 of [20] and Theorem 1 to find an 
arc B = [u, u] and a continuous onto mapping k : B + Q/ Gc, so that Ci n k({ u, v}) = 
Bd( Q). For each interval [s, t] of A, such that gi([s, t]) = Ni( Q) and (s, t) c Ai -Z, 
wefindacopyk,,:[u,,,~,~]-,Q/G,,ofk:B~Q/G,,sothatk,,(u,,)nC~=g,(s)nC, 
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and k,,( u,,) n Ci = gi( t) n Ci, where the [t+, o,,~]‘s are assumed to be disjoint. (Note 
that some of the [u,~, v,~]‘s may have the opposite order of B.) 
We now replace each such such segment (s, t) in Ai by seg( ust, v,~) to form A,+, .
We let Ci+i = Ci u C’, let Ni+l : M + Ml Gc,+, be canonical, and define g,+, : A,+, + 
MlGc+, such that 
(1) if x@ U (G, o,,) then gi+i(x)=gi(x) if g,(x)n 0 is void, and g,+i(x) = 
Ni+i(gi(X) n Bd( Q)), otherwise; and 
(2) if x E (r&r, %), then gi+r(x) = k,(x) if k,(x)c Q, and gi+l(x)= 
Ni+i(k,,(x) n Bd(Q)), otherwise. We now define Z,+, to be gL+!:,(Ni+r(Ci+r)). 
If j c i then C, c C, c C, u C’ = C,,, . If Q’ is a component of M - C,+, and Q’g Q, 
then card(Bd( Q)) = 2, by the induction hypothesis, and if Q’ c Q then 
card(Bd( Q)) = 2 by Theorem 4 of [20]. Since there are only finitely many intervals 
[%I, v,,] and since k,,(v,,) n Ci = g,(s) n Ci and k,,( u,,) n Ci = gi( t) n Ci the map gi+i 
is continuous, and since gi+l(Ai -U (s, t)) = N,+,(M - Q) and g,+i(lJ (s, t)) = 
Ni+,(Q)-Ni+,(Bd(Q)), then gi+l maps Ai+1 onto M/G,+,. 
Now suppose j s p s i + 1 and z E Zj and gj( z) n C, = {c}. If p G i, then g,(z) n C, = 
{c} by the induction hypotheses, and if p = i + 1, then g,+,(z) n C<+l = g,(z) n Ci = {c} 
if g,(z) n a is void, and gltl(z) n C,,, = Ni+l(gi(Z) n Bd( Q)) n Ci+, = {c}, otherwise. 
If we define hj,i+, : Zj + Zi+i for j s i by hq( z) = Z, then gi+i( hj,i+,(Z)) = gi+l( Z) = 
Ni+,(cz). Clearly, a(b) is the first (last) point of Ai+1 . 
Now suppose p s j = i + 1, z E Z,, z1 , zz E Z, and z1 s z s zz in Zj. If p = j, then 
gj(z) n Cj E u g,([z, , z2]) since z1 < z c zz in Ap, so suppose p <j. If z E Z, then by 
the induction hypothesis gj(z) n C, = g,(Z) n C, E LJ g,[z,, z,], so suppose z E 
Zi+l - Zi. Without loss of generality we may assume ( zi, z2) n Z, is void, and that 
there exist zj, zq E Zi so that (z3, z4) n Z, is void, and that there exist components 
Q', Q" of M-C, and M - Ci, respectively, so that gP([zl, zz])c N,(p), 
g,([z3, z‘d c Ni(Q”), z, s z3 < z < z 4c zz in Zj, and Q’c Q’. Thus g,+i(z) n C,,, E 
II Q CC? ~0 gi+l(z)n Ci+l E u gp([z,, zzl)- 
Also, if u is a component of M/Gc,+, - Ni+,(Ci+,) and TV is a component of 
gi+i(u), then u is mapped homeomorphically onto u by g,+l because either v c Ai+, - 
I._! (s, r) and gi has th e analogous property or ZI c some( s, t) and k,, has the analogous 
property. This completes the proof that (a)(l), (2), (4) holds for (gj, Aj, Cj) for 
lcj<i+l. 
Suppose now (Y has no immediate predecessor. We define C, to be Cl(Ui<, Ci). 
By Theorem 8 of [20] each component of M - C, has a two point boundary. We 
letZ=Ui,,Zianddefineg:Z-,M/G,~byg’(z)=N,(c,),whereN,:M~M/Gco 
is the natural map. 
The method of construction of the sets C, reveals that if j E A and K,,s j 5 (Y, 
there is a dense set in C, of cardinality ccard(j). Since A = s(M), there exists a 
component of M - C,. 
NOW suppose that for i < (Y (1) Qi is a component of M - Ci, (2) [Xi, yi] is a 
subinterval of Ai such that Xi, yi E Zi and (Xi, yi) c Ai -Zi, (3) i <j < (Y *Xi =S Xj < yj c 
yi in Aj and Qj c Oil (4) U gi((xi, yi)) c Qiv and (5) Bd(Qi)= Gn (U gt({xi, Y~I)). 
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We define ai = Ci n (g,(x,)) and bi = Ci A (gi(yi)), for i < a, and note that gi+illx,,y,l 
has the property that g;+!i((IVi+l(Qi+i))-Ni+i(Bd(Qi+i))) has at most two com- 
ponents in [xi, yi] each of which is mapped homeomorphically onto Ni+i( Qi+i) - 
Ni+,(Bd(Qi+,)) by gi+l* 
By Theorem 8 of [20] either 
(I) ni<~~ is a point p, or 
(II) ni<, a = {a, 6) LJ (K, u - * * u K,), where (1) K,, . . . , K, are disjoint com- 
ponents of M - C, such that Bd( Ki) = {a, b}, i = 1, . . . , n, (2) the sets {ai, bi} may 
be relabeled {al, 6;) so that the sets {al, i < a} {bj, i < cr} converge to a, 6, respec- 
tively. Without loss of generality we may assume that a, 6 have been labeled so 
that some cofinal subsequence of the ai’s converges to a, and that if CX’ is a limit 
ordinal <(Y, then (xi, i < n’) converges to x,, and (y,, i < a’) converges to x&. 
If (I) holds we add a point t to Z (if necessary) so that Xi s t s Yi for i < CI and 
we define g,(t) = Na( p). (This is not necessary if for some i. either (1) i 2 i. and 
i < a implies that Xi =x, or (2) i >i,andi<~impliesyi=yb.Welett=x,in(l) 
and t = y, in (2).) 
Now suppose (II) holds. If (Y~ + a and bi -+ 6 we proceed as follows: 
We apply Theorem 1 to M = n a, C = {a, 6) to find a mapping g : [x, y] + 
n a/G, so that g is onto and continuous, [x, y] is a copy of [0, 11, g(x) = N(a), 
g(y) = N(b), where N: n a+n a/G, is natural, and each u = 
g-‘( N(K,) - N({a, b})) has at most two components, each of which is mapped 
homeomorphically onto u by g. We place [x, y] into Z so that xi s x < y s yi for all 
i, where if x,(y,) is eventually constant, then x = x,(y = yi) for all i 2 some i. < a. 
We define A, to be Zu (U ({t}‘s) u (U {[x, y]}‘s), where t is as in (I) and [x, y] is 
as in (II) above. We define g, : A, + M/ G, as follows: If z E Z define ga( z) = g’(z). 
If t, p are as in (I) above let g,(t) = N,(p). If [x, y], g are as in (II) above, and 
w~[x,y] let g,(w)=N,(u) if u=g(w)nC,, and let g,(w)=g(w) if g(w)n C, is 
void. 
Before we consider the continuity of g, and the required properties of (*), let us 
indeed show that in (I), (II) above a, + a and bi -+ b. If not, then not only does some 
cofinal subsequence of the Ui converge to a, some cofinal subsequence of the Ui 
converges to 6. By the Tietze extension theorem there is a continuous map h : M + 
[0, l] so that if x E [0, l] then h-‘(x) n (n Q1) = lJyf;‘(x), where h(x) =&(x) if 
fK, (a) = 0 and f;(x) = 1 -&(x), otherwise. 
By (112) there is an index i,< a so that if i 2 io, then ai E h-‘([O, a)) and 6, E 
6’((i, 11) or vice versa. We may also suppose without loss of generality that if 
LY >j> i 2 io, then Qi n h-l(@) =an K’($ =an he’($) = Qj n h-l(+). For if not, 
given any i. < a there exists j > i > i. so that (a- Q,) n h-‘(i) is not void, which 
implies there is a point of Bd(ni<,a) in K’(i), a contradiction. 
Now suppose there exists i 2 i. so that a, E 6’([O, a)) and u,+~ E 6’((a, 11). We 
note that Xi <x,+1 <Yi+l<Yi and that g~~:,((~i+itl(Qi+l))-N,+I(Bd(Qi+l))) has at 
most two components u, o in [xi, y,], each of which is mapped homeomorphically 
onto Ni+i( Qi+l) - Ni+i(Bd( Qi+i)) by the restriction of gi+i . However, one of U, u is 
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(Xi+l, yi+l) and the other is a subset of [Xi, Xi+l] or [yi+l, yi]. Thus LJ gi+l([Xi, Xi+,]) 
or LJ gi+l([yi+l, yi]) contains a point of (a- Qi+l) n h-‘(t), a contradiction. 
If there does not exist such an i, i+ 1 as above, then there exists i, so that (1) 
i. < it -C a and i, has no immediate predecessor, (2) there exists i, so that i. =S i, < i, < (Y 
and so that if is< i < i,, then a, E h-‘([O, $)) and ai, E h-‘((i, 11). Considering the way 
gi, is defined and that gi, is continuous, we obtain a contradiction. Recall that 
(Xi, i < i,) converges to Xit . 
We now show that g, is continuous. We let 2, = g,‘(N,(C,)) and note that if 
i<jSa, then CicCj, and we define h,:Zi+Zj by h(z)=z. 
For each [x, y] we have defined as an n [Xi, yi] we see easily that galI._,, is 
continuous. Thus if g, is not continuous, there is a monotone sequence (assume 
nondecreasing) {zi} in U Z, converging to a point z so that g,(zi) + w # ga(z). For 
ifQl,Q2,... are components of M - C, so that i< a implies that Qi c U ga[zi, ziPI], 
then the local connectivity of A4 may be used to show that if U is an open set 
containing w n C,, then there is an index i,< a so that all but a finite number of 
the Qi (i,si<cr) lie in U. 
If there is some fixed j < (Y so that all the zi belong to Zj, then the continuity of 
g, implies that w = g,(z). Therefore, we may assume that the xi are as in the sequence 
[Xi, yi] in (1) and (II) above. However, either n a =P and gu( z) =p = w or (II) 
holds and g,(z) = w = N,(a), and we obtain a contradiction as above. 
The remaining parts of (*) may be verified much the same as the case where LY 
had an immediate predecessor. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. q 
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